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Many boost pedals claim
transparency. Dusky Electronics
makes no such boasts for their
MOSFET-driven Mandorla
boost. In fact, they go out of
their way to call it a colored
boost. So I laughed when I
plugged in the Mandorla and
thought, “It’s so transparent!”
Upon reflection, and after a
trip around the simple two-knob control set, I agreed with
Dusky’s assessment. I didn’t hear transparency, but something
better—a seamless interface between guitar and amp that
retains the personality of both while expanding the tonal
range of each.
It makes sense that Mandorla comes from the mind of
an amp builder. At times, it can have a console preamp’s
sensitivity and equalization power. It feels direct and
immediate. The boost is considerable. But the real flexibility
comes from the “meat” control that functions as a treble
boost/bass cut left of noon and a bass boost clockwise from
center. For little amps like my Champ, it can lend a steroidal
muscularity that makes an 8" speaker feel like a 12"—
especially in recording situations. On bigger amps, the treble
boost capability is the star, adding a charged and reactive
presence that makes leads and slashing chords rip.

Oh, compression. You thing that many
don’t understand, don’t want to talk
about, and often don’t think they need.
Well, Ampeg cares—and they’ve made
it easy with the analog Opto Comp,
one of the latest additions to their growing pedal line.
The white metal box has just three knobs to get your head
around. Compression sets the amount of the effect to your
signal (up to 20:1), release sets the point at which the signal
returns to uncompressed, and output level sets the volume of
your signal. That’s it! There are two LEDs: purple-ish to let you
know the pedal is engaged, and green to display the level of
compression and release.
To me, excessive and/or unnatural-sounding compression is
akin to nails on a chalkboard. I guess that’s why I like the Opto
Comp. It’s a subtle pedal that’s clean and transparent—not
a super squasher to lifelessness. I’d liken it to a squuooosshy,
light-as-air translucent pillow that gently manages the peaks
and valleys without being omnipresent. You might not even
know it’s engaged until you start playing well past noon on the
compression and release dials, but it is there. Diming the dials
brings out more noticeable and unique tonal flavors, but still
not over the top. The Opto Comp is a painless and affordable
door to a needed tool for bassists, and with just a hint of
engagement—with the compression and release dials around 10
o’clock—it’s a pedal that can be used 24/7.

TEST GEAR Fender Jazzmaster, Fender Electric XII, Fender Vibro

TEST GEAR Fender Precision, late-’70s Epiphone proto with P-90s,

Champ, Fender Bassman

Gallien-Krueger 800RB, Orange OBC212, Focusrite Scarlett 2i4

Mandorla

Opto Comp

PROS Dynamic and sensitive
$160 street, duskyamps.com
Tones
Ease of Use
Build/Design

controls and circuit. Console
preamp sensitivity and color.
Great range of treble and bass
boost sounds.

CONS Bigger knobs might be
nice for toe adjustment.

Value

Tones
Ease of Use
Build/Design

yet effective. Priced nice.

CONS Compression wizards/
gluttons might want more
knobs and parameters to
tweak, and more squash on tap
if you’re into that kind of thing.

Value

CLICK HERE TO HEAR this pedal.
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PROS Straightforward. Subtle,
$99 street, ampeg.com

CLICK HERE TO HEAR this pedal.
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